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CANDIDATES for GRADUATE DEGREES

December 2021

Graduates' names are followed by their area of major study, dissertation or project title, and the name of their doctoral advisor.

The Graduate School
ESTABLISHED 1903
Dean Suzanne Barbour

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY


Ethan Mackenzie Alt, Biostatistics, Bayesian Methods for the Use of Historical Data and Prior Information in Clinical Trials. Professors Joseph Ibrahim and Matthew Psioda.


Darcy M. Anderson, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Implementation and Adaptation in Rural Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene Programs. Professor Jamie Bartram.


Andrew Jian-Bing Chin, School Psychology, Resistant Capital, Activism, and the Mental Health and Well-Being of Adolescents. Professors Steven Knotek and Rune Simeonsson.

Bethany Skelton Cosgrove, Nursing, Development and Initial Testing of a Care Coordination mHealth Application for Families of Children With Down Syndrome. Professor Marcia Van Riper.

Candice Jenette Crilly, Chemistry, Development and Application of Liquid-Observed Vapor Exchange NMR to Study Dehydrated Protein Structure and Protection at the Residue Level. Professor Gary Pielak.

Martha Grace Cromeens, Nursing, Endometriosis Diagnosis Pathways and Disability Considerations. Professor Suzanne Tguey.


Thomas Joseph DiProspero, Chemistry, Development of In Vitro Liver Culture Techniques to Integrate a Physiologically Relevant Microenvironment Recapitulating Liver Lobule Zonation. Professor Matthew Lockett.

Melissa Suzanne Dollman, American Studies, Changing Lanes: A Reanimation of Shell Oil’s Carol Lane. Professor Bernard Herman.

Bailee Donahue, Political Science, Adaptation in Border Markets Under Pressure. Professor Mark Crescenzi.


Crisma Jazmin Emmanuele, Nursing, Understanding Well-Being Among Children Born Extremely Preterm and Their Caregivers. Professor Hudson Santos.

Tanner Christian Fadero, Biology, Improving Long-Term, Live-Cell Fluorescence Microscopy. Professor Paul Maddox.

Shane David Falcinelli, Microbiology and Immunology, Measurement and Disruption of HIV Latency in Cure Strategies. Professor David Margolis.

Angelica Maria Gomez, Geography, Effects of Extensive Agriculture on the Hydrologic Cycle in Tropical Lowlands. Professors Erika Wise and Tamlin Pave1sky.

Philip Joseph Grayeski, Genetics and Molecular Biology, 5'-UTR Structure and Implications in Gene Regulation. Professors Kevin Weeks and Alain Laederach.


Michelle Sarah Hoffner, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Delineating Defects in the Regulatory Landscape Underlying Abnormal Mucosal Immune Responses in Inflammatory Bowel Disease. Professor Shehzad Sheikh.

Chiuang-Wei Huang, Chemistry, Nanoscale Spectroscopy and Imaging of Chemically Disordered Semiconductor Surface. Professor Joanna Atkin.

Minh Vien Huynh, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Biochemical and Functional Characterization of Oncogenic KRAS Mutants. Professors Channing Der and Sharon Campbell.

Anthony Albert Iannetta, Chemistry, The Dynamics of Post-Translational Modifications and Protein-Protein Interactions in Essential Signaling Networks for Stress Response and Survival. Professor Jeff Dangl.

Amy Irving Ising, Health Informatics, Leveraging Syndromic Surveillance Emergency Department Visit Data for Local Chronic Disease and Mental Health Surveillance. Professor Leah Frerichs.

Lance Jubie, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Arabidopsis Helper NLRs Signal Both Downstream of Sensor NLRs and Exhibit Inter Helper Family Interactions. Professor Jeff Dangl.

Sandep Kandikuppa, Ecology, Rural Indebtedness in India: Dimensions, Causes, and Perceptions. Professor Clark Gray.

Patrick W. Kelly, Biology, Adaptive Plasticity as a Fitness Benefit of Mate Choice. Professors David Pfennig and Karin Pfennig.

Sophie Kelmenson, City and Regional Planning, Challenges to and From Scale in Alternative Food Systems. Professor Nichola Lowe.

Kevin M. Knight, Pharmacology, Structural Mechanisms of G Protein Activation and Suppression. Professor Henrik Dohlman.

Jayashree Kumar, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, The Effect of Variants on Alternative Splicing Through the Lens of Pre-Messenger RNA Structure. Professor Alain Laederach.

Evan Kwiatkowski, Biostatistics, Statistical Methods for Sequential Monitoring and Incorporating Real-World Evidence in Bayesian Clinical Trial Design. Professor Matthew Psioda.

Juanita Celestina Limas, Pharmacology, Adaptation to Overexpression of Cyclin E in Epithelial Cells. Professor Jeanette Cook.

Tim Liu, Business Administration, Three Essays in Corporate Finance. Professors Anil Shivdasani and Paige Ouimet.

Lacey Lopez, Microbiology and Immunology, Evaluation of Escherichia Coli Specialized Metabolites Implicated in Inflammatory Bowel Disease Complications. Professor Janelle Arthur.

Angela Lovett, Pharmacology, Analysis of the Cervicovaginal Microbiome in Neisseria Gonorrhoeae Infections and its Contribution to Disease Presentation. Professor Joseph Duncan.

Yueting Luo, Materials Science, Image Reconstruction for Stationary Head CT With CNT X-Ray Source Arrays. Professors Jianping Lu and Sean Washburn.

Sara Elizabeth Maloney, Chemistry, Multi-Action Nitric Oxide-Release Systems for Biomedical Applications. Professor Mark Schoenfisch.

Min Mao, Human Movement Science, The Effects of Tai Chi Lower Extremity Movements on Balance, Functional Mobility, Ankle Proprioception, and Muscle Strength in Older Adults. Professor Bing Yu.


James Omondi Meyo, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Trapping KSHV in Latency-Exploring Kinase Inhibitors as a Class of Anti-Virals That Target the KSHV Lytic Cycle. Professors Dirk Dittmer and Albert Baldwin.


John Daniel Murphy, Epidemiology, Refining the ABC Method for Gastric Cancer Risk Stratification in Japan and China. Professor Andrew Olshan.

Ryan Mary Murphy, Pharmacology, Biomarkers in Squamous Cell Carcinoma. Professor Antonio Amelio.


Samuel Wade Olson, Chemistry, Hidden Structural Dynamics of Human 7SK RNA Revealed by Deconvolution and Annotation of Ribonucleic Conformational Ensembles (DANCE-MaP). Professor Kevin Weeks.


Jon Patteson, Chemistry, Biosynthesis of Pseudomonas Aeruginosa Natural Products. Professor Bo Li.

Evan M. Paules, Nutrition, Choline Availability and Regulation of SOX4 in the Developing Cortex. Professor Steven Zeisel.

Kia Zoleé Pérez-Vale, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Defining the Mechanism of Action of the Adheren Junction–Cytoskeletal Linker Canoe/Afadin During Drosophila Morphogenesis. Professor Mark Peifer.


Melissa Plooster, Cell Biology and Physiology, Endosomal Trafficking in Schizophrenia: Determining the Function of the High-Confidence Gene Candidate TSNARE1. Professors Patrick Brennwald and Stephanie Gupton.

Kunyu Qiu, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Delivery Systems for Therapeutic Microbes. Professor Aaron Anselmo.


Tine Rasdale, Religious Studies, Coin Deposits From Ancient Synagogues in Late Antique Palestine. Professor Jodi Magness.

Natalia Isadora Rebolledo Fuentealba, Nutrition, Quantifying the Longitudinal Changes of Non-Sugar Sweeteners in Purchases and Dietary Intake After the Implementation of Chile’s Law of Food Labeling and Advertising. Professor Lindsey Smith Taillie.

Jacob Gabriel Robins, Chemistry, Efforts in Natural Product Total Synthesis Via Dearomatization of Functionalized Arenes: I. Tetrodotoxin and II. Veratrum Alkaloids. Professor Jeffrey Johnson.

Pooja Saha, Biostatistics, Using the CRM, POCRM, and Quasi-Likelihood to Design Single and Multi-Agent Dose-Finding Immunotherapy Trials. Professor Anastasia Ivanova.

Yue Shan, Biostatistics, Statistical Methods for Brain Imaging Genomics. Professors Hongtu Zhu and Yun Li.


Alexey Slinkin, Mathematics, Twisted de Rham Complex on Line and slc, Singular Vectors. Professor Alexander Varchenko.


Bethany Marie Stratakes, Chemistry, Tuning Overpotential for Molecular Photoelectrocatalysts of Iridium and Nickel. Professor Alexander Miller.

Katherine Elizabeth Tait, Sociology, Secure Work in the Worker-Cooperative Sector. Professor Neal Caren.


Anze Testen, Neurobiology, The Effects of Cocaine Self-Administration on Structural Plasticity of Astrocytes. Professor Kathryn Reissner.

Kandace Thomas, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Adherens Junction Engagement Regulates Functional Patterning of the Cardiac Pacemaker Cell Lineage. Professor Michael Bressan.


Alejandro Valencia, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Evaluation and Application of Geostatistical Data Fusion Methods to Improve Spatiotemporal Resolution of Air Pollution Exposures From Complex Transportation Environments. Professors Saravanam Arunachalam and Marc Serre.

Alexi Ann Van Ess, Microbiology and Immunology, Investigating the Multifaceted Interactions of Environmental Microbes. Professors Elizabeth Schoenborn and Janelle Arthur.

Natasha Vinod, Biomedical Engineering, High-Capacity Poly(2-Oxazine) Nanoformulations for Reprogramming Tumor Microenvironments. Professor Alexander Kabanov.

Rachel White Walmer, Biomedical Engineering, Characterizing Disease With Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasound: Applications in Oncology and the Kidney. Professors Paul Dayton and Kennita Johnson.

Rylee Wander, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Analyzing the Substrate Specificities and Inhibition of 3-O-Sulfotransferases for the Chemoenzymatic Synthesis of Structurally Defined Heparan Sulfate. Professor Jian Liu.
Ke Wang, Computer Science, Federated Detection of Cross-Site Credential Vulnerabilities and Attacks. Professor Michael Reiter.


Adrien Wilkie, Epidemiology, Maternal Gestational Exposure to Coal-Fired Power Plant-Related Air Pollution and Associations With Preterm Birth. Professor Julie Daniels.


Jiawei Xu, Biostatistics, Bayesian Methods for Clinical Trial Design: Approaches for Joint Models. Professors Joseph Ibrahim and Matthew Psioda.


Kailei Ye, Business Administration, Essays in Corporate Finance. Professor Paige Ouimet.

Jibo Zhang, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Elucidating the Biological Functions of Yeats Domain Containing Proteins in Metabolism Driven Transcriptional Regulation. Professor Brian Strahl.

Menghan Zhang, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Molecular Hybridization Used to Design and Synthesize Neo-Tanshinlactone Derivatives as PD-1/PD-L1 Inhibitors. Professor Kuo-Hsiung Lee.

Jing Zhu, Pharmaceutical Sciences, The Ongoing Quest for Precision: Tacrolimus Dosing in Adult Allogeneic Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant Recipients. Professor Daniel Crona.

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Polly Kanoy, Nursing Practice, Nurse-Driven Spiritual Care Referrals for Poststroke Depression. Professor Leslie Sharpe.

Kristen Smith Mabe, Nursing Practice, Implementing a Virtual Animal Assisted Therapy Intervention to Improve Stress in Trauma Intensive Care Unit Nurses During COVID-19. Professor Margaret Carman.

DOCTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Mary Christiane Hurt, Health Policy and Management, Sexual Violence in Higher Education: How Can Schools Orient Their Sexual Misconduct and Title IX Processes to Address Risk, Prevent Future Harm, and Promote Campus Safety? Professor Pam Silberman.


CANDIDATES for POSTBACCALAUREATE PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

December 2021

The School of Law
ESTABLISHED 1843
Dean Martin H. Brinkley

Juris Doctor
Matthew L. Kotzen

The School of Medicine
ESTABLISHED 1879
Dean Wesley Burks

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
Madelyn Grace Conner
Derrick C. Nelson

The UNC Eshelman
School of Pharmacy
ESTABLISHED 1897
Dean Angela Kashuba

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY
Jordan Alexander Gerber
CANDIDATES for GRADUATE and PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE DEGREES

December 2021

The Graduate School
ESTABLISHED 1903
Dean Suzanne Barbour

MASTER OF ARTS

Anthropology
Moriah Olivia James

Chemistry
Kelsy Renee Allard

Digital Communication
Michael Gerome Atkinson
Mackenzie Lee Bright
Aolani Lee Donegan
Derek Robert Hodges
Amir Anthony Iliaifar
Megan Elizabeth Kealy
Sonja Hazel Likness
Elizabeth Holton Rose-Arcuri
Elizabeth Mei-Ling Snively
Bethany Wright Welch
Deanna LaShawna Williams

English and Comparative Literature
Peter Richard Delgobbo
Jordan Mae Schroeder

Exercise and Sport Science
Mariannika Birgitta Martensson

Geography
Julia Marie Rapp Cardwell
Saud Najeeb Jabr

Global Studies
Ekaterina Khokhrina

History
Benjamin Makani Fortun

Media and Communication
Georgia Shepard Barnes
Sarah Amelia Barr
Eamon Zachary Hennigar
Janina Carol Millis

Musicology
Elias Aaron Irving Gross

Political Science
Brian Michael Brew
Wilson Aubrey Daily
Yi-Hsuan Huang
Begum Iceililer
Ryan August Michaels
Emily Rose Mitchell
Martin Naunov
Juan Carlos Rueda

Psychology
Gabriella Maria Alvarez
Sophie Charlotte Bendrath
Mallory Jean Feldman
Manuel Joseph Galvan
Lindsay Ann Gomes
Eden Victoria Harder
Fainting Kung
Alexis Fraser League
Pei-Tzu Tsai
Christopher John Urban
Elena Vidrascu
Emily Caroline Walsh
Amanda Catherine Wylie
Ai Ye

Romance Languages and Literatures
Mireya Soledad Jamal

Sociology
Yunlin Li
Denise Nicole Mitchell
Risa Murase

Technology and Communication
Megan Kathleen Mendenhall
Megan Kathleen Robb

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Florence B. Dwyer
Andrew Mara-Williams

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE

Biomedical and Health Informatics
Daniel J. Breznau
Sree Sathya Deepthi Dintyala
Lissette Dunham
Roderick Amal Gladney
Nazim Kazi
Isaac Solomon McNair
Chelsea Marie Movilla-Diago
Brittany Ijeoma Nwokeji
Cole Evan Pickens
Mingyue Shao
Nicholas Michael White
Yue Yang
Bhavana Ashika Yasodhan

Digital Curation and Management
Katrine Elizabeth Guinn

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biochemistry and Biophysics
Aubrie Anne Weyhmiller

Biology
Jenna Marie Kim Decurzio

Biomedical Engineering
Alice Lily Ma
Feng Xu
Biostatistics
Xiuya Chang  
Jace Gilbert  
Benjana Guraziu  
Huijun Jiang  
Euphy Yujun Wu

Chemistry
Erin Anna Kober

Computer Science
Cecilia Carter  
James Bower Fullwood  
Linan Gao  
Sandeep Kumar  
John Kenton Moore III  
Sagar Patel  
Katharine Ann Ryan  
Tiantian Xu  
Robert Luke Zeller

Ecology
Travis Wade Wilson

Genetics and Molecular Biology
Alison Kara Homstad

Geological Sciences
Kyle James Krajewski

Management
Boaz Noiman  
Anavir Ganesh Shermon

Marine Sciences
Malcolm Alexander Barnard  
John G. Malito  
Mark James Stoops

Mathematics
Sergio Chavez

Occupational Therapy
Erin Aileen Doncaster

Pediatric Dentistry
Deepti Shroff Karhade  
Joshua Aaron Raisin

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Anthony Daniel Sanchez

Physics
Taylor Shannon Stevenson

Statistics and Operations Research
Samuel Lamar Booth  
Ling Cai  
Sumit Kumar Kar  
Yali Li

Toxicology
William Kyle Martin

The Kenan-Flagler Business School
ESTABLISHED 1919  
Dean Douglas A. Shackelford

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
Valeria S. Achoa  
Kasey Mae Adams  
Rawad Roy Alame  
Justin Ray Allman  
Frank-Joseph Amico  
Lisa Ann Anderson  
Paul Armour  
Allison Assur  
Buck Ryan Baker  
Nathan Douglas Benn II  
Susan Page Bingham  
Peter Joseph Birdsong  
Joel Paul Bobe  
Michael Brockman  
Kelsey Lynn Bucher  
Sergio Cano  
Victoria Graham Cronin  
Jared B. Dawson  
Michael James Delaney  
Tanya M. Donaldson  
Felicia Anne Edwards  
Julia Christine Eiszner  
Chad Michael Falgout  
Wenjuan Fan  
Samuel Jesse Fulk  
Jerry Richard Russel III  
Jared Gillis  
Jennifer Lee Hall  
Adam Joshua Halpern  
Ashley Ann Hubbard  
Hannah Kierstine Hutt  
Justin Bryan Johnson  
Demetra Inj Jones

Abby Leann Joyner  
Matthew K. Juall  
Kelly Danielle Khoury  
Jared Penn Kitts  
Danielle Kloebleen  
Shinae Lee  
James Addison Maness  
Dustin Moore  
Clayton Thomas Moyer  
Jacqueline Neal  
Tabitha B. O’Neill  
David Kevin Osborne  
Alberto J. Pacheco  
Caroline Ann Hale Pray  
Avery Morgan Price  
Chase Jefferson Propst  
Thomas Sean Pudas  
Christine Cameron Riley  
Nicholas George Schorr  
Trevor James Seguin  
Noemi Serrano  
Brandon William Shaw  
Michael Joseph Simmons  
Ty Anthony Talbott  
Carlos Toste  
Rory G. Trujillo  
Christopher George Vradis  
Sharee Ann Waggoner  
Benjamin Walden  
Kerry David Walker  
Patricia Henderson Westmoreland  
James B. Wilson  
Amee Elizabeth Wynne  
Mohamed Yusufu

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Jason Atticus Akulian  
Sarah Marie Alexandre  
Joel Ernest Armstrong  
Amber Dawn Ashberry  
Esmeralda Livier Baltazar  
Steven Christopher Barnes  
Steven Richard Barringer  
William Kennon Barringer Jr.  
Alexander Nathan Bear  
Kristina Creinin Beardsley  
Christopher Todd Beck  
Katie Elizabeth Kent Bentzon  
Ian Bernard  
Elizabeth Kathleen Bohdan
Allison C. Bolin
Piper Monk Booher
Leonard Makora Bosire
James Bryan Boyman
Meghan Jean Brandner
Roderick Alan Bridgewater
David R. Brock Jr.
John Stephen Brooks
Kathering Alene Brooks
Daniel Cates Brown
Alan Bukrinsky
Christina Bumpus
Christopher Thomas Burns
Ryan Timothy Byers
Andrew Michael Calhoun
Jillian Brooke Casalini
Neal Patrick Casey
John Brannon Cavalier
Eri Richelle Centofanti
Christina Noel Chamra
Ramesh Chikkam
Farah Nasreen Chowdhury
Danica Anne Breton Cialone
John Cialone
Ethan James Clark
Alex Tanner Cline
Amy Elizabeth Cooper
Hillary Cooper
Michael Alexander Cornish
Stephen Hutchings Covey
Michael Cox
William Lewis Craig III
Jordan Lowell Cremer
Justin Sean Crooks
Zachary James Crowson
Anna Weir Darling
Hannah David
Jason Michael D'Elosua
Armando Lee Diaz
Derek Bell Distenfield
Joseph Paul Driscoll III
Williston Lamar Dye III
John Christopher Eddy
Dredarius Elder
Gus Livingston Elliott
Reagan Daniel Evans
Keith Richard Fandrick
Folahan Fapohunda
Benjamin P. Fein-Smolinski
Daniel Fernandes
Derrick Leonard Fields Jr.
Kendall Elizabeth Flanagan
Matthew Steven Foley
William Roger Fry
James Edwin Furbee
Jacqueline Grace Gerhart
Katerina I. Gkiionis
Mahee Varma Godavarthi
Prallad P. Goggi
Darshini Persaud Golikeri
James Robert Gonos
Brandon James Gonski
Stephen Clayton Gonzalez
Sreejith Gopalakrishnan
Scott Michael Gostkowski
Basem Said Goueli
Alexander Robert Grabinski
Thomas Michael Grant
Jewel Green
Reginald Eugene Greiner Jr.
Christopher Raymond Gruber
Javier Esteban Guillermo Molina
Terry Norwood Guyton Jr.
Scott Adam Haddock
John William Hames III
Eric Hannah
Chase Caleb Harmon
Becca Harrison
Steven Hastings
Felicia Abigail Heard
Jacqueline Michele Hefner
Lucas Floyd Henry
William Ross Hertzler
Alan Ross Hethcoat
Christian Anthony Hicks
Andrew Lee Higgins
Justin Lee Hinson
Kevin W. Hoffman
Conor James Hogan
Marc Houghton
John Whitaker Hutton
Gaurav Jain
Gershom Joel
Dustin Michael Johnson
Hillery Jesse Johnson
Paul Michael Johnson
Stephanie Clements Jones
Francis Ferroli Joseph
Arvin Kumar Joshi
Thomas James Joyce
Laurence Kahn
Ukaku Agbai Kalu
Ganesh Vasant Kamath
Jordan Kamhi
James Cruz Katigbak
Asif Iqbal Kazi
Thomas James Keller
Jordan Thomas Kelly
Christopher Ghassan Khoury
Sathya Prabha Kodabathula
Caroline Margaret Kojm
Elizabeth Aycock Krewson
Basil Kushima
Matthew Kuwamoto
Alexander Peter Kuziel
Anjani Ladhari
Analisa Helene LaMair-Orosco
Nabila Lane
Andrew J. Laperche
Julie Ann Larsen
Heliosstout Lee
Samuel William Leestma
Stephen Williams Liguori
Patrick Christopher Link
Carlos Ernesto Lopez
Adam K. Lutz
Lauren Olivia Ma
Nicholas Mackos
Keith Allen Malcher
Todd Evan Marchant
Brian Keith Martin
Adrienne Massey
Jason Charles Mattix
Elizabeth Anne Mauro
Gregory Mayer
Bel McCoy
Joseph Andrew McIntyre
Charles Spencer McKenna
Holly Jane McKenna
James Charles McLeod
Sonja Mehta
Samantha Margo Mendelowitz
Christian Mieson
Andrei Mikitiuk
Katharine Hannah Miller
Ross Stuart Miller
Ronald Jacob Mitchell
Ashish Mohapatra
Noemi Cesa Morillo-Vasquez
Sriuttara Murali
Andrew John Murphy
Abolarinwa Olugbo Mustapha
Chandrakramu Nagaraj
Avishak Nandi
Emily Marie Nelson
Tri M. Nguyen
Sean M. Nielsen
Yelena Nolin
Michael Oakley
Maria Fernanda Osilia Colmenares  
Swapna Oundhakar  
Mohammad Ali Paksima  
Gopichand Palicherla  
Smita Paramashivam  
Joo-Sung Daniel Park  
Dip Prakash Patel  
Jimmy Patel  
Mai Pettyjohn  
Marshall Scott Phillips  
Tiffany Alma Pires  
A. Bradford Pittman  
Joy Michelle Plemmons  
Sanya Porbandarwala  
Colin Proctor  
Amy Connor Puccia  
Eileen Emily Quan  
Kevin Quinlan  
Thomas Anthony Rapp  
Emily Christine Rasp  
Kaitlin Reagle  
Jennifer Lynn Riordan  
Jorge Arturo Romero Riojas  
Ryan Mark Romes  
Mary Alice Rose  
Grant Philip Bufton Rosen  
Eliza Sholtz Russ  
Jessica Anne Russo  
Abiba Sakanogo  
Luisa Santiago  
Austen Hebbert Santoro  
Becca Lynn Schellhorn  
Julianne Miata Schrack  
Joshua Schwartz  
Marshal Hunter Sealy  
Morvarid Servatdjoo  
Richard Alan Shannon  
Christina L. Shenki  
Todd Matthew Shipman  
David Brigham Sibley  
Karan Vir Sidhoo  
Taylor Robert Skelton  
Walter Owen Sparks  
Vikrant Srivastava  
Edward Grady Stebbins  
Laura Gue’ Storey  
Vaishak Madhav Sukumaran  
Reina Brenn Sutphin  
Michael G. Taggart  
Christine Taglienti  
Chi Hang Tang  
Nicole Alicia Tate  
Meredith Lea Terry  
Sabrina Marie Testut  
Cody Thomas  
Daniel Stetler Thorpe  
Paul Newton Tine  
Shaunic Terrell Todd  
Susan Tomko  
Wykita Toombs  
Solongo Tuya  
Katherine Dimmick Umeh  
Brianna Leigh Ewing Valliere  
Tyler Michael Van Horn  
Gregory Brent Vandyne  
Scott Avery VanValkenburg  
Bryan E. Vasquez  
Naveen Velamati  
Vivek Radha Venkatesh  
Karan R. Vyas  
Suailh Warrich  
Bailey Neal Weis  
Brenda Denise Williams  
Michael Lawson Williams  
Michelle Lynn Williamson  
Amber Latrice Wilson  
Leila Nessson Wolfrum  
Michael Anthony Wood  
Mustafa Burak Yanar  
Yu Yasuda  
Marissa Noel Yoder  
Michael Allen Yoder  
Adam Mikial Zanation  
Mansour Ahmed Mohamed Zanaty  
Robert Hubbard Zschau  
Ian M. Frady  
Sa’Metria Desiree Jones  
John Joseph Sauve  
John Andreu Sutterby Murillo  

**The School of Information and Library Science**  
**ESTABLISHED 1931**  
**Dean Gary Marchionini**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE**  
Erin Allison Black  
Zinan Bo  
Sarah Sheffield Castee  
Ayotade Gbade-Alabi  
William Berkeley Hayes  
Alyssa Nicole James  
Hyun Seo Albert Kang  
Bradley Kwon  
Melody Lin  
Rachel O’Reilly  
Yang Yolanda Qin  
Deborah L. Roughton  
Ruizi Xu  

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE**  
Rachel Ilana Cohn  
Kathleen Alexis Morrison  
Sabrina Taylor Zator  

**The School of Medicine**  
**ESTABLISHED 1879**  
**Dean Wesley Burkes**

**MASTER OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE**  
Erin Jenness Breland  
Michelle Victoria Childress  
Chu Dia Nastia Sin  
Elizabeth A. Wooters  

**MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES**  
**Physician Assistant Studies**  
Hayley Kristine Atkins  
Matthew Robert Baker  
Robert Landon Bender  
Lindsay Walker Bradshaw  
Andre Nazar Braima  
Douglas Edward Brittingham III
Patricia Yvette De Tomas-Medina
Karla Flores Chavez
Meghan Emily Hileman
Andrea Leigh Keever
Darren Kirk
Micha Sytoria Kris Lanier
Scott Frederick Riley
Jaelyn Rhea Schavone

MASTER OF RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE
Samantha Grace Geary
Clarissa Elizabeth Gonzalez
Tashika N. Oleros
Kathryn Tankard Renner
Samantha Jo Sherry

The School of Nursing
ESTABLISHED 1950
Dean Nilda Peragallo Montano

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Barbie Symon Burks
Anna Rebeca Crawley
Lauren Fletcher
Joshua Chaz Locklear
Archana Sangamanarayanan
Tarena D. Scott
Cassandra Mae Strahan
Michelle C. Swanson

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health
ESTABLISHED 1939
Dean Barbara K. Rimer

MASTER OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Syed Zia Uddin Alvi
Joshua Anthony Caldwell
Abigail Lehman Craig
Stanley Brian Fuller
Robert Ray Homesley
Sherry Kwon
Rachel Ellyn Lantieri
Samantha Kemp Lehman
Alexander Harris Lichtefeld
Adriana Importante Ortega
Joseph W. Patine
Keith Earl Pardue
Michael Alan Schmidt
Hilary Singell
Ralph Lorenz Turner

Quentin J. White
Vanessa L. Zito

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Jerome Dominic Villena Amurao
Deepthi Ramesh Baheti
Nicole Burpo
Kathryn Rose Calderone
Lauren Christina Catterall
Stephanie Caudle
Mary Kate Christiansen
Caitlin Riley Eason
Richard A. Erali
Mohamed M. Gad
Kristin Greiner
Natalia Hayes
Kelli L. Hicks
Emily Paige Hilton
Jeannie Jinhee Hong
Emily Louise Howe
LaDonna Huffaker
Clair Morgan Jones Wilson
Arjun Morgan Keshava
Nidesh Lamichhane
Matthew Hans Lieske
Anna Liles
Danya Lynn Klenavic MacDonald
Kayla Alyssa McAlister
Dana Kimini Meono
Oshauna Sherise Morgan
Garrett Philip New
Bao-Tran Nguyen Parker
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez Perez
Kathryn Lisle Reynolds
Kate Gooden Rohrbach
Rishi Sharma
Abigail Parisa Shirzadi
Lauren Whitney Stilwell
Neel Swamy
Aldrea Lequan Tembo
Dominique Elizabeth-Marie Thompson
Tara Trainor Tomlinson
Paulina Tran
Dhondup Urg
Alexandra Elizabeth Voss
Justine Ann Warrior
Nouria Yanat Belmouloud

Public Health Leadership
Keya Eaton
Rachel Heckner Hardin

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL RESEARCH
Ibardo Alonso Zambrano

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Epidemiology
Sara Zafan Dejene

Health Behavior
Eliana Gabriela Armora Langoni
Emily Forrest Hutchens
Carolina Ruiz
Maleka Walker

The School of Social Work
ESTABLISHED 1920
Dean Ramona Denby-Brinson

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Auna Myong Mayes Namkung
CANDIDATES for BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

December 2021

The College of Arts and Sciences
ESTABLISHED 1795
Dean Terry Rhodes

BACHELOR OF ARTS

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies
Madison Elise Barfield*
Julia E. Hayes
Saskia Xiomara Staimpel

American Studies
Hunter Lowell Randolph

Anthropology
Masai Eyre Ballew*
Benjamin Joseph Carr

Jenny Lea Deview*
Madison Leigh Ferrell*
Megan Lee Gardner*
Elena Dorothea Moran*
Catherine Olivia Samosky*
Wyatt Woodson

Archaeology
Madison Leigh Ferrell*
Nathaniel Ryan Kaminski*

Asian Studies
Emily Jennille Branson
Thomas Edward Curtis*+
Joseph Guglielmo
Allison Laï*
Andrew Nenow*
Thuy Hong Truong

Biology
Lilian Arce*
Wilhelmina True Bradway
Grace Elizabeth Coutinho
Spencer Nicole Dalton
Jade Danford-Klein
Cameron Michael Davenport
Caleb Riley Deal
Nicole Delgado
Lindsey Kathryn Farr
Jaretzy Hernandez
Teagan McAnes James
Pavani Reddy Katamreddy
Rowan Grayson Merritt*
Khushboo Patel*
Cameron Tyler Prince
Aaron Malek Reza
Luke Reizo Quilat Roscios
Madison Sierra Sharpe
Hadis Sheikhi*
Hailey Anne Darlyne Trudeau*
Thuy Hong Truong
Destiny Love Kates Tuttle

Chemistry
John Vincent Chuisano
Allison Dortilus*
Catherine Currie Duncan
Sayan Dutta
Collins Elorm Gbegbeawu
Carter Lynn Hurley
Kristen Taylor Justice*
Julia Ann Logan*
Patricia Long*
Amanda Hernandez Lopez*
Amelia Sofia Martinez-Guzman
Chiemezuo Jean Okonkwo*
Cameron Tyler Prince
Khushmi Nitesh Shah*

DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION

To graduate with distinction or with highest distinction, undergraduate students must have completed at least 45 academic hours at UNC-Chapel Hill and have an overall grade point average of at least 3.5 or 3.8, respectively.

HONORS CAROLINA

Honors Carolina is an outstanding collection of courses, special events, and learning opportunities geared toward the top students at Carolina. It is the University’s way of investing in exceptional undergraduate students by providing academic and non-academic challenges and opportunities, both inside and outside the classroom. Honors Carolina students receive priority registration for more than 160 Honors courses each year. These are small classes, taught by professors who encourage classroom discussion and hands-on research.

Students who wish to graduate from Carolina “with Honors” or “with Highest Honors” must complete a senior honors thesis project in their major field(s) of study. Such students need not have been members of Honors Carolina. They must, however, meet academic eligibility standards set by Honors Carolina and the individual departments, curricula, and professional schools that sponsor senior honors thesis programs. Senior honors thesis students must complete an original and substantial research, performance, or creative project under direct supervision by a faculty advisor. Upon the completion of their projects, students must pass an oral examination or other appropriate form of evaluation.

§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University
* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction
+ Indicates Honors recipients
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipients
Classics
Laura Ashley Hendrick*
Nathaniel Ryan Kaminski*

Communication Studies
Janet Alvarez Ayala
Corey Thomas Baldauf
Cameron Chaney*
Kristen Lynn Compton
Brennan T. Corrales
Sheena Shaunte Edmundson
Chelsea Rebecca Gieck
Anderson Lee Henze
Drew Homschek
Jenai Elizabeth Johnson*
Hallie Anne Klanke*
Joseph Lancellotti
Eron Ross Lutterman*
Carlos Alejandro Massana
Maria Julia Massana Omar*
Daniel Patrick McArthur
Marcus Jamaal McKethan
Dawson Place
Patrick Adkins Senior
Andrew Lawrence Shaw
Jahil N. Taylor
Jordan LaThor Tucker
Jeffery Alan Watson
Alyssa Wedley
Emily Ruth White
Kathryn Ming Wyatt*
Kevin Thomas Zimmerman

Computer Science
Justin Ross Batchelor
Jean All Carruthers*
Richard Yang Chen*
Charles Chow
Siddharth Sunchu Chowdary
Caleb Riley Deal
Mary Rose Doban*
Elizabeth Lynn Evans*
Xinge Feng*
Paul David Frisby Jr.
Marcus Andrew Hayes*
Seul Ki Kim
Evan Michael Liu*
Thomas Lyell McMerty*
Nathaniel Thomas Mercer*
Thomas P. Nguyen
Ritwik Pavan
Cole Michael Petrocci
Makeda Sierra Phoenix
Jose Luis Quezada
Edwin Alexander Ring
Tiffany Tensaya Lisa Shields
Ishan Thaker
Joseph Tuong
Christian Montana Vallat
Lily Cremensa Whalen
Qintian Wu*

Contemporary European Studies
Parker James Nelson

Dramatic Art
Jadon Myles Johnson
Biniam Tekola

Economies
Elizabeth Anne Barnette*
Harman Singh Benipal*
Sofia Bonilla
Benjamin Joseph Carr
Aswathy Cini
Riley McCluer Dellinger
Bethiel Zeru Fesseha
Hunter Avery Galleher
Xialei Gao*
John Gareau*
Madison Joan Goode*
Anoova Guthikonda*
Nicholas Richmon Hamlett
Marcus Andrew Hayes*
Sarah Jane Carson Heavner*
David Richard Herrmann
Jingyi Huang
Ryan Scott Hudson
Daeyun Kang*
Alexander John Kopp*
Jill Marie Koski*
Nicholas George Kraut*
Ari Krayzman
Maximilian Kolbe Kremer*
Morgan Elizabeth Latta
John Henry Lickteig*
Dingyuan Liu*
Shuyuan Liu*
Meiyi Lu*
Maria Emilia Mazzolenis*
Anna Jonelle McDonald*
Aram Moossavi*
Sean Timothy Diamse Navarro
Kevin Zhu Nguyen
Ayaka Ohara*
James Daniel Pate*
Ashley Elizabeth Patrick*
Taylor Marie Penwell*
Andrew Pham
Benjamin Pierce*
Jonathan Landon Powell
Amal Pulikkiyil
Ashley Elizabeth Rager
Jacob Keith Reid
John Malachy Rielley VI
Wilson Powers Riendeau*
Pragun Sonker
Leslie Araeely Soto
Jeffrey Richard Steuber
Siddhartha Vanam
Catherine Marie Walker*
Sheya Nehali Watwe
Colin Dean Williams*
Camden Garrett Winstead*
Zachary Hayden Wright
Mingjun Xia
Zhifan Xu*
Aydin Yankow

English
D’Amber Sharnay Bellamy
Emily Eshelman

English and Comparative Literature
Jennifer Ann Austin
Emily Brooke Birtwistle*
Elliot Frank Carey
Edward A. Cruz*
Joshua Lawrence Grady
Jack Lassiter Green
Carter Lynn Hurley
Trevor Joseph Kitchen
Katelyn Taylor Laws*
Jamie Marie Lukow*+
Michael Tylon Mills Jr.
Lauren Ashley Morgan
Veda Appannagouda Patil
James Michael Richard*
Elizabeth Fletcher Garland Rieman*++
Jacob Adam Thomas
Liana Trupiano

Environmental Studies
§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University
* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction
+ Indicates Honors recipients
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipients

Students from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill concluded their undergraduate studies with exceptional distinction during the two thousand twenty-one commencement ceremonies on May 14. This text provides a comprehensive list of graduates who have distinguished themselves in their academic pursuits.
William David Anderson*  
Rebecca Irene Beechhold*  
Grace Elliott  
Francesca Fradianni  
Karina Téllez Goco*  
Taylor Collins Jost  
Claire Elise Kubititschek  
Madeleine McHugh  
Rebecca Kali Middleton  
Leah Michelle Nelson  
Anna Catherine Pooler  
Aaron Christopher Worley*  

Sonia Billyjean Okoroji  
Lauren Ashley Peterson*  
Alexander Robert Rose  
Ryan Shannon*  
Parker Stantz  
Emma Noel Stroup  
Jahil N. Taylor  
Marcus Terrell Wall  
Bailey Grace Williams  
Cody Alexander Woolverton  

* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction  
§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University  
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipients  

Exercise and Sport Science  
Emma Ruth Acree*  
Evan Kinney Allred  
Logan Marie Baggett*  
Sydney Reese Beck  
Brooke D. Bingham  
Raquel Kiara Mahatoo Bullock  
Samuel Carson Burgess  
Brian Dennis Cameron  
Christian Jesus Castillo*  
Malvika Choudhari*  
Robert Clark  
Savannah Cunningham  
Paola Dellaperuta  
Rachel Jean Dorwart*  
Cameron Douglas  
Madison Lauren Edwards*  
Landon Lee Ervin  
Jamuike-Tomisin Joshua Ezeudu  
Alanne Shaye Francis*  
Sarah Sameh Francis  
Jeremiah Zakeius Gemmel  
Santiago Herrera Yallonardo  
Drew Homschek  
Samuel Duke Howell  
Micah Holland King*  
Hallie Anne Klanke*  
Julia McDannel Knapp*  
Jihoo Jodie Lee  
Courtney Faith Lowman  
Daniel Patrick McArthur  
Marcus Jakaal McKethan  
Kyler Joseph McMichael  
Kerby John Tambal Mercader  
Kacie Elizabeth Mollin*  
Kennedy Giles Monday  
Kayla Kathryn Morabito  
Michael Bailey Moran*  
Trey Troy Morrison  
Melani Newell*  

Sonia Billyjean Okoroji  
Isobel Victoria Miller*  

* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction  

Global Studies  
Yacine Alazadi  
Elizabeth Anne Barnett*  
Alessandra Catherine Bejarano-Benning  
Simon Carter Cawley*  
Lucas Gabriel del Rosario  
Julia Fish*  
Anoova Guthikonda*  
Sophia Ballou Hastings*  
Emma Rae King  
Meghan Alexis McGuire*  
Nereida Rodriguez Cruz  
Emily Caroline Sartin*  
Saskia Xiomara Staimpel  
Hailey Anne Darlyne Trudeau*  

* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction  

Interdisciplinary Studies  
Madison Brooke Jones*  
Julia Ann Logan*++  
Eron Ross Lutterman*  
Coe Macfarlane  
Elena Dorothea Moran*  
Scottie Laffollette Nicholson*  
Lawson Brooks Park*  

Linguistics  
Bryan James Allard  
Emma Rayne Davis*  
Bethany Hill  
Zachary McMurdie*  
Jennifer Leigh Mullins  
Janani Ramadurai  
Lindsay Zhou*  

Management and Society  
Gabrielle Elizabeth Benoit  
Matthew Paul Collins*  
Onyemaechi Egwu  
Nicholas Richmond Hamlett  
Sara Mackenzie Harris  
Amreen Kaur Nagra*  
Saudia Osman*  
Smit Pandya  
Jacalyn Elizabeth Poole*  
Raiba Soada  
Erin R. Thomas  
Heavenly KaDrell Walker  
Camden Garrett Winstead*  

Mathematics  
Eric Steven Ashton*  
Lara Elise Kirby*  
James Richard Kruse  
Zhouyu Le*  
Aram Moossavi*  

§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University  
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipients
Suraj Pendyala*
Brian Douglas Richardson*
Zhifan Xu*
Rui Xue*

Medical Anthropology
Rav Chrysler Gamboa Alcid
Estefania Andrade-Hercules
Muskan Kaur Chhina
Jenny Lea Deview*
Paige Marie Diana
Ashley Taylor Greene
Simone Gummere
Erin Nicole Harrill
Sarina Elisabeth Jassy*
Dorothy Rose Mayo
Noelle Elisabeth Ruehle

Music
Sarah Elizabeth Davis
Robert Marcus Errico
Josephine Dhanbee Lee

Peace, War, and Defense
Mary Brooklyn Angel
Sally Reagan Bobbitt*
Joshua Paul Daughtry
Riley Elizabeth Gilmore*
Jacob Grimm
Tracy Hawkins*
Zachary Pope Jepko
Alexander Walters Knott*
Turunesh Zauditu Lemons
Anna Roth Mass*
Alexander Kai McGregor*
Peter John Melnyk*
Parker James Nelson
Meghan Tara Prabhu*
Maranda Brook Rice*
Patrick Adkins Senior
Shawn Mason Stanley*
Aaron Jacob Sugarman*
John Wesley Urban IV*
Elizabeth Lauren Whiteside

Philosophy
Madison Elise Barfield*
Kayla Suzanne Bryant
Aaron Thomas Clark*
Joshua Paul Daughtry
Quinn Fong
Kenia Gomez-Jimenez
Nicholas George Kraut*
Rachel L. Lafell
Yafang Luo*
Thaddeus James Searle
Emma Maley Welter*
Tarik Jermaine Woods
Athena Zhou

Physics
James R. Crisp IV
Hunter Keith Fulbright
Jerrick Kuanglin Li*
Kurtis Tyler Nguyen
Shugo Tanaka*

Political Science
Labeeb Ahmed*
Sofia Bonilla
Charles Brady
Margaret Carol Caudle
Aaron Thomas Clark*
Hannah Elise Correll
Emily Katie Crisp*+
Zaire Dajenae Cullins
Savannah Cunningham
John Gareau*
Riley Elizabeth Gilmore*
Kenia Gomez-Jimenez
Alyssa Dawn Gradwell
Joseph Guglielmo
Tracy Hawkins*
Sarah Jane Carson Heavner*
Alexander Walters Knott*
Peyton Elizabeth Labiak*
Hadden Charnley LaGarde*
Noah Michael Lefevre*
Kristi Lei Lescinski*
Carson Grant Leviner*
Andrew Joseph Lopez
Samuel James Lynn
Carlos Alejandro Massana
Alexander Kai McGregor*
Jada Lauryn McLeod
Andrew David Nason*
Veda Appannagouda Patil
John Spencer Reynolds
Grayson Thomas Rockwell
Ricsy Yameli Sanchez Cruz
Andrew Lawrence Shaw
Maxwell Jacob Sherrill*
Alla Sirelkhatin
Kurt Wesley Steinke

Aaron Jacob Sugarman*
Noah Taylor
Katharine Camila Tejeda
Liana Trupiano
Julia Beatriz Velasquez Miguel
Colin Dean Williams*
Eli Brian Zachary*

Psychology
Janet Alvarez Ayala
Andrea Valeria Bermudez
Xiomara Elizabeth Bonilla
Rachel Elizabeth Brooks
Rosie Irene Burke
Allyson Grace Buzzard
Joseph Walter William Carrington
George Chapastian
Zaire Dajenae Cullins
Mikayla Evonne Cunningham*
Haley Madison Davis
Jacqueline Beatrice de Melo*
Claudia Jane Dickey
Paul David Frisy Jr.
Madison Joan Goode*
Karli Allyson Hager*
Sophia Ana Heath
Melvin Oliver James III
Taylor Ann Kennedy*
Gloria Lam*
Turunesh Zauditu Lemons
Joseph Yun Lin
Victoria Elena Lopez
Dorothy Rose Mayo
Samantha Grace McCravy*
Alexis McPhail
Telicha Joy Middleton
Kylie Elizabeth Mizelle*
Lauren Ashley Morgan
Veronica Kate Munn
Jonathan Murphy
Alexis Leigh Mutter
Alexia Faith Noch*
Madison Morgan Parker*
Tricia Rayle
David Justice Romero
Jailene Salas-Gonzalez
Alexandra Nicole Sanderson*
Mikayla Elexis Smith*
Leslie Aracely Soto

§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University
* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction
+ Indicates Honors recipients
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipients
Romance Languages
Taya Sherie Joseph*
Olusola Brianna Oni*
Matthew Derek Ricigliano
Hannah Dean Smith*

Sociology
Kaylee Michelle Batchelor
Sydney Reese Beck
Marco Leonardo Chumbimuni
Morgan Elizabeth Latta
Sabrina Nina Lazaro
Leticia Oliva Ledezma
Tyler Grant McNeil
Jonathan Murphy
Cing Nuam
Tricia Rayle
Sakinah Viola Scott
Charlotte Sorrell Shoneman*
Benjamin Page Taylor
Jack Upchurch

Biological and Health Sciences Engineering
Katherine Olivia Carter §
Michelle Liu §*
Sarah Elizabeth Radebaugh*
Mackenzie Parker Wood

Chemistry
Nathaniel Kaznicki Berney*
Sarah Elizabeth Davis
Sophia Frances Hazlett++
Hannah Jane King*
James Logan McCloud
Ryan Ashley Pierce

Computer Science
Eric Steven Ashton*
Sayak Basu*
Matthew Byrd*
Christian Jafet Campos Ruiz*
Joseph Fun-Ho Cheung
Baldev Sandipkumar Desai
Ryland Charles Dreibelbis
Sayan Dutta
Robert Marcus Errico

Sociology
Kaylee Michelle Batchelor
Sydney Reese Beck
Marco Leonardo Chumbimuni
Morgan Elizabeth Latta
Sabrina Nina Lazaro
Leticia Oliva Ledezma
Tyler Grant McNeil
Jonathan Murphy
Cing Nuam
Tricia Rayle
Sakinah Viola Scott
Charlotte Sorrell Shoneman*
Benjamin Page Taylor
Jack Upchurch

Biological and Health Sciences Engineering
Katherine Olivia Carter §
Michelle Liu §*
Sarah Elizabeth Radebaugh*
Mackenzie Parker Wood

Chemistry
Nathaniel Kaznicki Berney*
Sarah Elizabeth Davis
Sophia Frances Hazlett++
Hannah Jane King*
James Logan McCloud
Ryan Ashley Pierce

Computer Science
Eric Steven Ashton*
Sayak Basu*
Matthew Byrd*
Christian Jafet Campos Ruiz*
Joseph Fun-Ho Cheung
Baldev Sandipkumar Desai
Ryland Charles Dreibelbis
Sayan Dutta
Robert Marcus Errico

§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University
*
Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction
+
Indicates Honors recipients
++
Indicates Highest Honors recipients
Haroon Abdullah Feisal*
Jacob Hunter Franco
Lauren Anne French
Andrew James Fulmer
Marichi Gupta*
Mohammad Haveliwala*
Yuhao Huang*
Akshay Veeraraghavan Iyengar*
Deven Kale Jahnke
Howard Han Jiang*
Jason Jun Jin*
Spencer Michael Jones
Lara Elise Kirby*
Jiayi Liu*
Dominique Lemar Lomax
Peiyuan Ma*
Nathan Patrick Mullaney*
Sean Timothy Diamse Navarro
Kevin Zhu Nguyen
Max Norwood*
Trivikrama Sai Pallygarnai Thirumalai*
Aan Niraj Patel*
Suraj Pendyala*
Tianyi Peng*
Anmar Puri*
John Malachy Rielley VI
Carlos Damian Rubido Rafull
Kefei Tong*
Jeremy Venerella*
Nikhil Vytila*
Siyuan Wen*
Griffin James Wheeler
Kipp Reed Williams*
Jiayi Xu*
Ziyi Xu
Eli Brian Zachary*
Qiyuqiang Zhang
Yumeng Zhang*
Yuanzheng Zhao
Lindsay Zhou*

Economics
Christian Taylor Babb
Vinay Kathard*
Noah Michael Lefevre*
Owais Mahmood*
William Harrison Reeves*
Xinyi Zhang*
Yuhan Zhang*
Yike Zhu*

Environmental Sciences
Joanna Helena Delgado*
Kayla Alexis Rodrigues
Gabriela Santana

Geological Sciences
John Snow Beeson

Mathematics
Matthew Byrd*
Xing Feng*
Marichi Gupta*+
Maxwell Anthony Miceli-Osano
Griffin James Wheeler
Ruotian Wu*
Yuhan Zhang*
Yuanzheng Zhao

Neuroscience
Riham Ahmed
Charlotte Anne Bassett*
Madison Andrea Cauthen
Amisha Garikipati*
Jahel N. Gomes
Caroline Marie Hobin
Alannah Laurene Jones*
Haddan Charnley LaGarde*
Allison Lemke
Melissa Emily Lu*
Lauren C. Medlin*
Parkhanda Mohammad Zahir*
Sarah Anne Muller
Yunkyeong Nam
Robert John Perna*
Camryn Burton Petit*
Erin Nicole Robinson*
Neil Galen Rogers*
Ainsley Jane Ruley*
Esther YeEun Son*

Physics
Maximilian Kolbe Kremer*

Psychology
Leslie Ruby Acosta Padilla
Ashikha Arun
Ashton Reid Bohmer
Amy Elizabeth Burtner
William Luke Chambers
Marco Leonardo Chumbimuni
Frances Caroline Cody*
Caroline Victoria Crater*
Nicole Delgado

Breanna Marie Elliott*
Kayla Nicole Foster
Sarah Sameh Francis
Sayoni Ghosh
Kathryn Grace Gibson*
Shruthi Gopalani
Denisse Alejandra Hernandez Estrada
Alana Gabrielle Kostak*
Emily Lau
Josephine Dhanbee Lee
Natalia Maria Mayorga Gattas
Maria Emilia Mazzoleni*
Shaun Mehta*
Penelope Chiroilde Meneses
Michael Bailey Moran*
Iniya Muthukumaren*
Quynh Xuan Nguyen
Megan Makayla Northrup
Chasity Ashley Pate
Venkat Raghav Ravuri*
Marissa Beth Rhyne
Jessica Sarah Rohde*
Ishan Thaker
Kelly Phuc Uyen Tran
Alexander Michael Walzel
Peyton Jayle Watson*
Anna Wei*
Jiayi Xu*
Athena Zhou

Statistics and Analytics
Christian Taylor Babb
Sayak Basu*
McCaffery O’Brien Despard
Haroon Abdullah Feisal*
Christine Gao*
Shruthi Gopalani
Emilie Sue Guillou*
Isabella Josephine Hastings*
Mohammad Haveliwala*
Jingwen Hou*
Joshua Kern Irving*
Sumi Jeong
Vinay Kathard*
Chaerin Kim*
Chuanrui Liu*
Dingyuan Liu*
Jiayi Liu*
Ashlee Mylea Lo

§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University
* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction
+ Indicates Honors recipients
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipients
Patrick Alexander Loekman*
Peiyuan Ma*
Nathan Patrick Mullaney*
Trivikrama Sai Palliygarnai Thirumalai*
Antonio Pano Flores
Alexa Marie Penwell*
Ammar Puri*
Mehr Tandon
Caroline Tobin
Kefei Tong*
Siddhartha Vanam
Nikhil Vytla*
Yiran Xiao
Rui Xue*
Asad Ali Yusuf*
Haoyu Zhang*
Qiuyang Zhang*
Xinyi Zhang*
Yumeng Zhang*
Yike Zhu*

The Kenan-Flagler Business School
ESTABLISHED 1919
Dean Douglas A. Shackelford

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Emily Carole Andersen*
Annabelle Leigh Archer*
Urooj Shahab Baig
Amar Barik
Georgia Victoria Burkard*
James Michael Chavez
Brandon Chen
Xiaolei Gao*
Adam Geibl
Caryl Hoft
Akshay Veeraraghavan Iyengar*
Davis M. Kang*
Cameron Miller Keating**
Chaerin Kim*
Allison Lai*
Jerrick Kuanglin Li*
Evan Michael Liu*
Yafang Luo*
Lilah Kathleen Maguire*
Isaac Scott Murov*
Megan Elizabeth Perry*
Ruben Rakonzai*
Tyler Christopher Ramirez
Diego Alexander Ramos*
Jose Euclides Sandoval Antunez
Maximilian Sarafin*
Hao Sun*
Jackson Thomas*
Brad Anthony Velardo
Mako Witcher*
Haoyu Zhang*

The School of Education
ESTABLISHED 1855
Dean Fouad Adb-El-Khalid

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Human Development and Family Studies
Kayla Dang*
Emma Rayne Davis*
Karli Allyson Hager*
Benjamin I. Johnson II*
Taylor Ann Kennedy*
Maddison Brooke Muse*
Aniyah Nicole Russell
Sam M. Stalter*
Stevie Abbigail Toohey*
Taylor Nicole Williams
Savannah Willis*

The School of Information and Library Science
ESTABLISHED 1931
Dean Gary Marchionini

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE
Siddharth Sunchu Chowdary
Alex Henry Hauser
Jingwen Hou*
Adrienne Huang*
John Henry Lickteig**
Chuanrui Liu*
Molly Veve Nguyen
William Boyu Wu
Zhiqi Yao

The UNC Hussman School of Journalism and Media
ESTABLISHED 1924
Dean Susan Robinson King

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MEDIA AND JOURNALISM
Taylor Lane Angel*
Cole Robert Baker
Mary Grace Paige Brinson*
Sarah Elizabeth Campbell*
Margaret Carol Caudle
Ana Belem Corral
Hannah Elise Correll
Alicia Cruz Piedra
Graci Jayne Daby*
Myles F. Farrington
Henry Hamilton Froelich
William Clayton Gilchrist*
Allie Rae Hayhurst
Ayinde Omorede-Songya Holland
Virginia Ann Howey*
Seth Womble Hoyle
Xi Jin
Mary Catherine King*
Jessica Taylor Kleinfelder*
Kayla Marie Kuvin
Abigail Rose Leow*
Meiyi Lu*
Olivia Clare Mahon
Caleigh Dawn Mason
Steven Pierce McGee
Meghan Alexis McGuire*
Michael Meares
Madison Faith Owens*
Lawson Brooks Park*
Nicholas Andrew Caramico Perlin
Benjamin Gabriel Rappaport*
Jack Michael Rhoden
Jared Miller Riley
Emily Caroline Sartin*
Jadah Smith-Hutchison
Eva Helena Smolenenaars
Zachary Taylor Stanley
Dylan Joseph Tate*
Leighann Michelle Vinesett*
Georgia Lee Wieland-Stanford
Zhiqi Yao

§ Indicates graduate from N.C. State University
* Indicates degree with distinction or highest distinction
+ Indicates Honors recipients
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipients
The School of Medicine
ESTABLISHED 1879
Dean Wesley Burkes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE
Stephanie Thomas Church
Samantha Taylor Robbins

The UNC Gillings School
of Global Public Health
ESTABLISHED 1939
Dean Barbara K. Rimer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PUBLIC HEALTH

Biostatistics
Kevin Chang*
Hayden Michael Dumaw*
Brian Douglas Richardson*
Michael Dongyuan Zhang*
Junjie Zhou*
CANDIDATES for CERTIFICATES

December 2021

Undergraduate Certificates

The School of Medicine
ESTABLISHED 1879
Dean Wesley Burks

CERTIFICATE IN RADIOGRAPHY
Angeleana Henn
Cierra Jadrianna Hill
Andrea Lee Hirth
Brianna Danielle Johnson
Eleanor Casey Johnston Winslow
Whitney Jabara Pederson
Brett E. Rosenstock
Erin Summer Scott
Tayler Michelle Strange
Gabriella Valenti

Postbaccalaureate Certificates

The Gillings School of Global Public Health
ESTABLISHED 1939
Dean Barbara K. Rimer

POSTBACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN GLOBAL HEALTH
Jenifer Loreen Edwards
Stephanie Linville Hodges

POSTBACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN PUBLIC HEALTH LEADERSHIP
Virginia Carraway Stage